Asian

a game about being a model minority in America and how it’s screwed us over
we work hard.*

42% of all Asian American adults have at least a college degree, the highest of all the major racial/ethnic groups.

$2000 money spent on SAT prep per year, common in Asian households.

6 more hours spent studying per week than white students.

*We also just know how to work the current education system.

Sources: New York Times, Johns Hopkin’s University
we’ve also lost our individuality.
game

Play an Asian stereotype:

+ “Good Asian Kid” (complete all tasks)
+ “Asian-American” (at least 70% of tasks)
+ “White-washed Asian” (at least 20% of tasks)

Complete tasks on the board to try to get enough personal fulfillment tokens and enough academic merit tokens to get to the end of the board.

Gaining too many academic merit tokens and not enough personal fulfillment tokens will hinder you from progress, and vice versa.
To gain academic merit:
Each space has a task on it.

“TEST”- regurgitate that list of words. You can only proceed if you get over 90% right (an A-)
“STUDY”- memorize a list of words on a card

Choosing to do extracurriculars instead / doing nothing increases fulfillment.

At the end of each schooling period, you can graduate if you have the specified amount of personal fulfillment/ academic merit tokens.